


ABSTRACT 

I am Maizatul lzzlyen binti Ali, student from Faculty of Civil Engineering Universiti 

Teknology MARA (UiTM) Cawangan Johor Kampus Pasir Gudang. Industrial 

Training have benefits student in a lot of ways not only in working experiences but 

also in develope soft skills. As main reason of Industrial Training is to expose 

students in real life working sector, it is also as a chance for engineering students 

to relate the theory that had been learned in university and to practic in working 

situations. 

First of all, this technical report is about my industrial training that I had experience 

for two months starting from 8 July 2018 to 2 September 2018. I had chose 

Jabatan Pengairan dan Saliran as my industrial training. The main reason for 

choosing this place was because I want to experience something different than 

other students. As this government sector were specialize more to water rather 

than structure, I had gain interest in knowing it deeper. I also do believe that I will 

gain a lot of new experiences which related in order to become an engineer in the 

future. 

In this technical report, I had divided into four main chapter. The first chapter were 

about my company which is Jabatan Pengairan dan Saliran (D) Johor Bahru. I 

had put all my company background which consist of introduction, organization 

chart, vision and mission. In addition, i had done weekly summary based on my 

industrial training logbook in chapter two. Plus, for the next chapter which is 

chapter three, I had put my technical report details such as problem encountered 

and how to overcome and my experienced gained throughout these eight weeks. 

Last but not least, for my chapter four is conclusion of my technical report which 

consists of lesson learned. 
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